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HISTORIC EAST-END

THIS WAS SHOREDITCH
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THIS WAS SHOREDITCH

1553

Though now part of the inner city, Shoreditch was previously an extramural 
suburb of the City of London, centred around Shoreditch Church at 
the crossroads where Shoreditch High Street intersected Old Street. 
Shoreditch High Street lays on a small section of the Roman Ermine 
Street. This was a major coaching route to the north, exiting the City at 
Bishopsgate

1746

The suburb of Shoreditch was an attractive location for early theatres 
because it was outside the jurisdiction of the City fathers. James Burbage 
built the first playhouse in England, known as ‘The Theatre’. Some of 
Shakespeare’s plays were performed here and at the nearby Curtain 
Theatre. During the century, wealthy traders and Huguenot silk weavers 
moved to the area, establishing a textile industry centred to the south 
around Spitalfields.
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1827

By the 19th century Shoreditch was also the locus of the furniture 
industry; now commemorated in the Geffrye Museum on Kingsland 
Road. However the area declined, along with both textile and furniture 
industries, and by the end of the 19th Century, Shoreditch was a byword 
for crime, prostitution and poverty.

1930

In the early twentieth century Shoreditch was a centre of entertainment 
to rival the West-End and boasted many theatres and Music halls. Sadly, 
none of these survive today. For a brief time, Music hall was revived in 
Curtain Road, by the temporary home of the Brick Lane Music Hall, this 
too, has now moved on. Shoreditch was hit by extensive devastation 
during the Blitz of World War II and replaced with insensitive redevelopment 
of the post war period.
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2011

Shoreditch is prevalent for being full of stereotypical scenesters, home to 
approximately four million art galleries, fashion boutiques and hairdressers 
specializing in silly haircuts. But under the surface Shoreditch is still a 
deprived area of central London, but uses this to feed on its huge music, 
art, design and fashion scenes. It is an ideal place for young enthusiastic 
professionals to get a foothold in the retail market: to launch their brand. It 
is also host to a lively nightlife, with hundreds of bars, pubs and restaurants. 
Next to TEA a private members club sits at Shoreditch House.

3000

Adam Dant’s Dystopian vision of the year 3000; Shoreditch is all that remains 
intact among the ruins of human civilisation. The view is looking South from the 
Hackney Mountains. On the former Old St roundabout a new transport hub 
enables passengers to travel upon beams of light. Where the Prince’s Drawing 
School once stood is a collection of British cultural relics including Stonehenge, 
St Paul’s and Big Ben, in the same manner you might see fragments of lost 
civilisations at the British Museum today.
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TEA TEA TEA TEA

SHOREDITCH MAPS
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TEA TEA TEA TEA
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TYPICAL SHOREDITCH

THIS IS SHOREDITCH
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SHOREDITCH TRIANGLE 

EXPANSION
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TEA LEGEND
1890

Built for the Lipton 
family as a storage 

warehouse and London 
distribution centre

1950’s
Used for smoking 

bacon by cutting large 
voids in five storeys of 

the floorplates  

1980’s
Used as a storage 

warehouse for Hayes

2000
AHMM entered into a 
competition looking at 
a new build solution to 

the site

early 2001
AHMM approached 

to carry out feasability 
study for Derwent 

Valley

2001
Derwent Valley 

purchased ‘Centric 
House’ and appointed 

AHMM to develop 
refurbishment 

proposal
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2001
Centric House was 
split into two with 

ORMS to carry out 
the East Works and 

AHMM the West

late 2001
AHMM were asked 
to carry out a study 
for a ‘light touch’ 
refurbishment and 
ORMS a new build 

option

2002
AHMM asked to 

execute the ‘light touch’ 
refurbishment for the 

entire site.

2003
1st phase (basement 

ground and first floors) 
completed. Mother 

advertising enter 15yr lease 
for 1/3 of building. Biscuit 

Building project split 
off from TEA.  

2004
2nd phase (second to 
fifth floors) completed. 

2005
Mother fit out of 

the Biscuit building 
completed.
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2007
Entranced moved 

from the side door to 
the larger opening onto 

the ‘internal street’.

2009
New high spec 

glazed main entrance 
to  the ‘internal street’ 

created.

2010
Green TEA propsal 

started; looking 
into upgrading the 

environmental 
credentials.

2011
Circulation upgrade; 

adding in ‘shop fronts’ 
to the corridors and 

new lighting.

2020

Further
Redevolpment ?

mid 2007
Shoreditch 

House opened. This 
heavily influenced 
the next stage of 
refurbishment.
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TEA BREWING
CENTRIC HOUSE 
1890 - 1999

- open floorplates
- tailored for storage
- four lightwells
- singular tenant

GREEN TEA
2010

- biscuit share floorplates   
  with  shoreditch house
- new tenants require 
  larger units
- larger units require larger  
  wc  and service cores

9 WAY SPLIT + 
BISCUIT
2003

- new tenant takes 1/3 
  of entire site: biscuit 
  building.
- seperate fit out project

16 WAY SPLIT
2002

- light touch refurbishment
- split entire site into 16 
  units of varying size
- each unit has own wcs
- retain existing stairwells 
  and circulation cores

SPLIT TEA
2001

- project split for 
  refurbishment; ahmm to 
  propose solution to east 
  orms to the west
- retain existing lightwells 
  and enlarge central for 
  atria and circulation

CENTRIC HOUSE 
AHMM early 2001

- entire site proposal
- encorporate lightwells 
  into usable floorplate
- two new atrium
- two central lift cores
- new communal service 
  cores around atria

ORMS

AHMM

biscuit biscuit

s-ditch
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MARKET INFLUENCE
BUILDING VALUE
£ million

The building was purchased from Hayes for 
around £25m in 2000. Since this time, the val-
ue has increased. The value of the asset today 
is approximately £75m. 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
£ cost per sqft

The original building costs for the Light Touch 
refurbishment was £22/sqft - the specification 
was basic. 
The current Green Tea specification, with new 
windows and comfort conditioning, has a con-
struction value of around £70/sqft. The more 
basic units at Tea (similar to the original speci-
fication) are around £35/sqft.

LEASE RATES
£ sqft cost per annum

The original tenants signed for short tenancies at 
values around £12.50/sqft. This was banded and 
dependent on the amount of daylight, the deeper 
a unit, the less the space. 
The latest unit lease rates are above £30/sqft for 
the new Green Tea specification. 
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STANDARD UNIT AREA
1000 square feet

The original Derwent London brief was to de-
liver as many small units (1,000-2,000 sqft) as 
was possible. The proposal was 16 units per 
storey that ranged in size from 1,250 sqft to 
2,500sqft. As the building has matured, the 
number of tenants looking for more space 
has increased. Most units now range between 
3,000sqft and 7,000sqft with a few exceptions. 

LENGTH OF LEASE
years

The original lease agreements were short, the 
success of the Tea Building was predicated 
on cheap space and short, low-risk lease 
terms. A number of larger occupiers signed 
significantly longer leases and as the building 
has established itself, all leases are now a lot 
longer. 

COVENANT STRENGTH

The target market was young, creative, in-
novative and dynamic occupants. Tenants that 
would make the Tea Building a unique place. As 
the original tenants have matured, many have 
expanded within the building. Likewise, the ‘wait-
ing list’ to become an occupant has increased 
demand and global companies have now begun 
to sign leases - to be a part of the community. 
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TITLE

PRECEDENT IMAGES

LIGHT TOUCH
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ECONOMIC REFURBISHMENT
The ‘LIGHT TOUCH’ approach

Due to a economic slump the 
design approach shifted from new 
build / high spec refurb towards a 
cheaper, more flexible rough and 
ready solution.

Project Aims:
-  minimise cost
-  work with the existing building
-  provide large spaces, cheap to 
build : cheap to let
-  provide utilities that work with 
future building           potential
-  create central core from main 
entrance

new toilet cores

new wall insertions

circulation

units

TEA Container

new glazing to bays

new entrance-way

HOW YOU SPEND?

Entrance - 

Common Parts - 

Toilet Fit-out -

Lighting -

Walls / Floors

£££
£££

£

££
££
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THEN

INTERNAL STREET USED TO TRANSFER 
CARGO ONTO VEHICLES

TYPICAL FLOOR: EXPOSED BACON FAT RIDDEN COLUMNS AND FLOOR. 
CLEAN AREAS INDICATE WHERE ORIGINAL BLOCKWORK PARTITIONS STOOD.

OPEN FLOOR PLATE TO EXISTING LIFT 
CORES

SMOKE DAMAGED CONCRETE 
ORIGINAL METAL FRAMED WINDOWS
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NOW

INTERNAL STREET KEEPING TO ORIGINAL PLAN, 
WITH CONTAINER RECEPTION AND ART

TYPICAL UNIT: HIGHLY POLISHED FLOOR WITH WHITE 
PAINTED STRUCTURE WITH SPLASHES OF COLOUR

LIFTS RETAINED WITH ORIGINAL TIMBER DOORS. COLUMNS 
HAVE VERTICAL LIGHTING AND SPACE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED

MINMAL WORK EXCECUTED, REDRESS THE EXISTING EXPOSED 
STRUCTURE AND CREATES AN IDEAL WORKING ENVIRONMENT
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CREATIVE VARIETY

shoreditch high street

CONTEXT RELATIONS

be
thn

al 
gr

ee
n r

oa
d

shoreditch
high street

At TEA the huge success of the building lies 
with the flexible units and the tenants that use 
them. Naturally a warehouse environment 
tailors to the creative industries, but within 
TEA there is a good mixture ranging from 
restaurant through medical data research to 
advertising and marketing.
More public accessible firm such as the 
galleries and restaurant/nightclub are 
sensibly placed at ground floor with both 
a front door onto the street and accessible 
from within the internal street.
TEA knits well within the surrounding 
context which is understandable as it 
is TEA which acted as a catalyst to the 
surroundings’ prevalence in fashion, design 
and boutique hotels. Opposite TEA on 
bethnal green road boxpark offers a number 
of converted shipping containers to be used 
as independent stores, galleries and cafes.
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ALLGLOBAL
a leading provider of data collection services to 
the medical and healthcare market research. 

HALESGALLERY
a successful commercial gallery that has 
helped launch a number of british artists.

CONCRETECLUB
in the basement below pizzaeast, this raw bar 
space hosts a variety of events and nights.

RALPH
a media marketing firm they have worked with 
some of the biggest names in business.

art
pizza-
east

archi-
tects mother fashion media

market-
ing other store

s-ditch
house
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SHOREDITCH HIGH STREET
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From
Liverpool 
Street
Station

Shoreditch 
Triangle

Street Presence

Main Access Routes

Tea & Biscuit Buildings

MAIN ENTRANCE
Stage 1

Access to the building 
was via the smaller double 
doors next to the existing 

entrance

Stage 1

Stage 2 & 4

Stage 3

Entrance Location
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Stage 2
Entrance was moved to 
the current location with 
wider street frontage due 
to increased occupancy

Proposed

Stage 3
It was proposed to move 
the entrance to the corner 
of the building. However,  
it was not implemented 

because it was too 
expensive

Stage 4
Entrance was upgarded 

with new concrete 
portal and metal-glazed 
double doors as part of 
a wider enhancement 

programme

2007 2008 2010
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STREET LOBBY
Original Lobby Area

Original lobby area was much smaller than 
the current configuration as the amount 
of tenants in the building prior to the 
completion of “Phase 2” was significantly 
less. Access to the building was also via 
the less prominent doors to the side of the 
existing entrance.

Enhanced Lobby Area

The reception container was subsequently moved to 
its current location to create a more generous lobby 
for the building. This is part of the enhancement 
programme which also includes the relocation of 
the entrance doors and creation of a new concrete 
entrance portal with double glazed doors.

Lobby Gathering Space

ReceptionReception

Lobby Gathering Space
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Reception Container

Main feature in the lobby is a bright 
orange container cabin which is used as 
the reception for the building. Its original 
location was much closer to the main 
entrance doors as the building had fewer 
tenants when it first opened.
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From Entrance to the 

The entrance sequence becomes an event 
at TEA with a variety of art and events 
offered to visitors and residents alike.
1.  Enter through the well detailed concrete 
portal onto the original cobbled street
2.  past the quirky American post boxes to 
pick up the daily correspondence
3.  onto the shipping container reception and 
through the industrial galvanised gateway 
where you are presented with a decision
4.  do you take the stairs or
5.  walk onto the platform and take the lift

ENTRY SEQUENCE

2

4

1

5

3

Main Entrance

BETH
NAL 

GREEN R
OAD

Passenger &
Goods Lifts

Main
Stairs

Restaurant

Gallery

Loading
Bay
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ENTRY SEQUENCE

1 ENTRANCE LOBBY 2 POSTBOXES 3 RECEPTION CONTAINER

5 LIFTS4 DIRECTIONSFI
N

D
IN

G
 Y

O
U

R
 W

AY
...
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CORRIDORS 
Original : Corridors

The original corridor solution was a golden industrial affair with exposed services, raw 
materials and vertical column laid lighting. It was enclosed and heavily relied upon 
graphics and wayfinders with gem like units hidden behind the walls.

Unit A

Unit B

Unit C
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Enhanced : Streets

Since the original fitout the corridors are taking a complete overhaul; gone are the 
column laid lights which have been replaced with a much whiter fluorescent version. 
The exit from the lifts has been opened up and now feature glazed doors on the 
chamfers but the most effective change has been to introduce shop front to the units 
which open up the corridors and bring some active life to the passages.

 STREETS

Unit A

Unit B

Unit C

Reconfigured Entrance
with glazed double doors

New Shopfront Windows

View

View
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TEA WAYFINDERS

INFLUENCES
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Tenant Directory

- steel white enamelled panels
- coloured black for current tenants
- red for lettable space
- plates slot into specially designed board
- unit number: white, 85mm high, stencil font
- tenant: white, 16mm high, helvetica 75 font

Stone enamelled panels, 2 colours,
slotted into specially designed racks
which allow tenants to be slotted 
in and out of the directory.

Spaces are filled as studios are taken
or could leave panels in ready for the
naming of tenant.

Works on the basis of 16 studios per floor.

Tenant Directory

Level indicators
vinyl onto white
stove enamelled.

TEA BUILDING TENANT DIRECTORYTEA BUILDING

G4
TEA CAFé

G1
GALLERY

G2
TEA CAFé

102
a company

103
allford hall
monaghan morris

104
a company

107
deconstruction

108
x company

109
x company

110
company X

101
Studio Myerscough

201
company name

202
company name

203
company name

204
company name

205
company name

206
company name

207
company name

208
company name

209
company name

210
company name

301
company name

303
company name

304
company name

306
company name

307
company name

308
company name

309
company name

Stairwell

- fret cut steel panel
- enamelled black
- screw fix to wall with exposed countersunk heads   
painted black
- stencil font, 900mm high

Corridors

- directional signage applied direct to wall surface
- red matt vinyl
- stencil font, 200mm high
- floor number signage painted direct to wall 
surface
- stencil font, 1300mm high

Doors

- place artwork at the top of the door to avoid 
damage
- unit number painted direct to door: stencil font, 
200mm high
- tenant name in white vinyl applied direct to 
door: helvetica 75 font, 48mm high

Swing door to
floor/level

AA

TEA BUILDING STAIRWELLS ARTWORK FOR PRODUCTION

Fret cut steel panel (same material as used for tenant directory)
Enamelled black, screw fixed to wall. Screws will be visible,
but countersunk and painted black.

Due to the complicated nature of this stairwell (no surface is
the same and/or different sizes, portals, we have site measured
each level, and recommend using a figure 900mm high.

Once the sample is approved, we issue drawings setting out
the position of each level indicator for your approval.

900mm

900mm900mm

Swing door to
floor/level

Swing door to
floor/level

Swing door to
floor/level

A

B

A

B

TEA BUILDING LIFT LOBBY ARTWORK FOR PRODUCTION

Artwork stencilled/painted onto white render wall
on the left hand side as you arrive at floor from lifts.

Level indicator will be positioned in the same location 
for each floor.

Signs will be stencilled onto
wall in pre-agreed positions to 
direct the tenant to studios and 
back to lift/stairs

Lift Lobby

1300mm

200mm

Stencil number onto
white render wall, 
colour to be confirmed.

Stencil Studio numbers onto
white render wall, 
colour to be confirmed.

STRUCTURAL 
COLUMN

LIFT LOBBY

TEA BUILDING DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE ARTWORK FOR PRODUCTION

Directional Signage
Graphics applied directly to plaster walls
MATT VINYL: RED (P.485) /  BLACK
Cap height: 200mm

Studio Myerscough

LIFTS

Lifts

3.08 – 3.09

750mm

Same height as set for lift lobby.
Please ensure that they align, 
when you are on site.

90° return in wall
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GRAPHIC CENTRE

RESULT
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ART AT  TEA

ART SPACE LOCATIONS

1

2

3

45

Art is an integral part of what makes the 
TEA building so successful. Artwork is 
displayed everyday and has a rotation of 
around 3 months per space, work comes  
50/50 from the temporary exhibitions held 
at both rocket and hales galleries.
The industrial ‘light touch’ backdrop provide 
a perfect setting to both expressive and 
minimal art displays.
The internal ‘street’ acts as a small gallery 
providing 5 art spaces to everyone who 
arrives from the grafitti rich world of 
shoreditch through the doors into the inner 
sanctom of TEA.
Rocket gallery gives back to the street 
by having shop windows displaying their 
collection to the passing public

Far Left:  Rocket Gallery display window
Left: Hales’ more traditional entrance
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FINALPIECE
this larger art space is by the steps up to 
the main circulation space; it’s size means it 
can be used for sculpture, installations and 
hanging pieces.

ROCKETGALLERY
established in ‘94 in the west end, it made a 
move to the creative east in ‘05. it has an in-
ternational acclaim to investigating the cross-
over of modern art, architecture and design. 
rocket also sells vintage furniture.

TEACONTAINER
on the inside wall of the reception container 
this small hanging space gives the visitor 
something to look at when at the desk.

BYTHEDOOR
the second piece of artwork seen on a 
worker’s approach; is a wall hanging space to 
the left of the old entrnace by rocket gallery.

BYTHEGATE
the 4th art piece observed, the space next to 
the gate is a sure fire way to get noticed.

HALESGALLERY
moving from its original ‘92 home in deptford 
in ‘04; hales gallery has represented artists 
with international backgrounds. accessible 
by two side entrances, hales gallery has 
infiltrated it’s way into tea. 
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FLEXIBLE UNITS

MOTHER

BLANK CANVIS

STUDIOUNIT
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Blank canvas unit to be adapted to 
suit any business

The TEA units offer a standard level of 
readiness for any tenant to move in and 
put their own stamp on the place; whether 
corporate, bespoke or a bizarre combination 
of play and work spaces. They can build 
internal partitions, cellular desk spaces and 
adaptable meeting rooms.

All units have access to natural light from the external 
face and some benefit from an internal light well. All 
adhere to regulations in terms of means of escape 
and toilet provision for the maximum number of 
occupants designed for the floor area.

FLEXIBLE SPACE

Plan 
Configuration 01

Plan 
Configuration 02

Unit 4.01

Large Openable 
Crittall Windows

Individual Toilet Block

Shopfront Windows
and Entrance Doors

Light-well

Typical Unit Plan

Lifts
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TENANCY CHANGE
Tenancy Change 

The evolution of TEA is facilitated by the 
continuous tenancy renewal or change of 
the units in the building. 

Tenancy change  provides an opportunity to 
refurbish, upgrade and link up existing units 
to create larger super-units which have 
become more popular and marketable for 
new tenants. For the existing tenants, they 
could also look at expanding their unit when 
the adjoining unit becomes available. 

This is also accompanied by the 
refurbishment to the common parts which 
is also carried out in a rolling programme 
across the building.

2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017

Tenancy Renewal

Potential linking of smaller units to create superunits

G/F 1/F 2/F 3/F

4/F 5/F 6/F 7/F
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TENANCY CHANGE
Creation of Super-units

As part of the evolution of TEA, the unit size 
has gradually increased from a typical size 
of 2000 sq ft when the building first opened 
to 8000 sq ft in present days. The rent per 
sq ft has also risen to about £35 per sq ft. 
This could be attributed to the ongoing im-
provement to the building which has made 
it more attractive to higher profile and well 
established tenants. 

The large floor plate of TEA also made the 
reconfiguration relatively straightforward as 
the partition between adjoining units could 
be easily removed to create the Super-
units.

£12 / ft 2 £35 / ft 2
ORIGINAL ENHANCED

2000 - 3000 ft2 5000 - 7000 ft2

Unit A
3400 ft2

Unit B
2000 ft2

Unit C
1900 ft2

Combined
Unit A
7300 ft2

With Upgraded
Flooring  Windows
Heating  Lighting
Toilets  Shopfront Windows & Doors
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UNIT ENHANCEMENT

Existing flooring is cleaned and treated with a gloss layer

Original flooring 

Higher spec finish

As the tenancy agreements are constantly 
rolling it provides an opportunity to carry out 
upgrades to the unit’s basic fitout. These 
upgrades provide more efficient and flexible 
solutions, for  instance using encapsulites 
mounted on the ceiling. Upgrading the poor 
performing single glazing with openable 
double glazed units that allow occupants 
control over the ventilation. Where a higher 
specification is most noticeable is within the 
unit’s toilet cores. Here a higher standard 
of finish is applied with fixtures more 
aesthetically pleasing.

1 Floor

Enhanced lighting to allow more flexible use of space

Fixed 
single-glazed windows

Openable 
double-glazed windows

ORIGINAL

ENHANCED

2 Lighting
ORIGINAL

ENHANCED

3 Windows
ORIGINAL

ENHANCED

Panel Heater

Bisque Radiators

4 Heating
ORIGINAL

ENHANCED

Lighting mounted onto columns
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index > showers > trays > idealite square flat top 

   

showers

idealite square flat top 
 Idealite an innovative new material developed
by Ideal Standard International. 
 
90mm Chrome plated waste included. 
 
Flat top or upstand versions, sizes as listed on 
following pages 

Domestic use  

Lightweight with low access height  

Complete with stylish waste  

Optional flexible upstand roll - cut to size  

Riser kits for above floor installations  

L6313 Idealite flat top shower tray, low 
profile 760 x 760mm with chrome plated 
waste 

Available in White (01)  
Representations of colours available 
appear in Section 3, Colours 

L6314 Idealite flat top low profile 
shower tray, 800 x 800mm with chrome 
plated waste  
L6315 Idealite flat top low profile 
shower tray, 900 x 900mm with chrome 
plated waste  
L6316 Idealite flat top low profile 
shower tray, 1000 x 1000mm with chrome 
plated waste  
LV699 Upstand, self adhesive for trays 
without upstand, cut to size  
L6309 Riser kit for Idealite trays up to 
1200mm, levelling legs and panels  

Trays can be converted to riser trays by 
using the simple to fit riser kit with 
adjustable levelling legs & panels. 
If upstand is not required around the 
whole tray then a flexible adhesive 
upstand is available on a roll which can 
be cut to suit. 

  

Illustrated Specify This

Colour

Options

Special notes

Key

View and save

PDF not available

Installation info

Product care guide
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index > showers > valves & fittings > moonshadow base connection 

   

showers

moonshadow base connection 
 Standard connection kit. 
 
Supplies water to the shower head via the 
wall bracket at the base of the rail. 
 
Ideal replacement for existing wall elbow 
shower kit installations. 

Base connection (BC) water supply   

Adjustable for uneven or part tiled walls  

Single or multi-function spray versions  

Longer 150cm smooth shower hose  

Easy clean flexible rubber spray rings  

L7062 Moonshadow single function 
shower kit, with brass slide rail, 150cm 
easy clean hose, bottom concealed inlet 
connection and integrated soap dish, 
chromium plated 

Available in Chrome Plated (AA)  
Representations of finishes available 
appear in Section 3, Finishes 

L7063 Moonshadow 3 function shower 
kit, with brass slide rail, 150cm easy 
clean hose, bottom concealed inlet 
connection and integrated soap dish, 
chromium plated  

  

Illustrated Specify This

Finish

Options

Key

View and save

Latest page (PDF)

Installation info

Product care guide
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index > showers > valves & fittings > jasper morrison 

   

showers

jasper morrison 
 Jasper Morrison shower face plate and handle 
 kits for thermostatic built-in TT shower mixer
A3969. 
 
Suitable for balanced and unbalancedhigh or 
low pressure systems. 

E6410 Jasper Morrison, shower 
faceplate, chromium plated 

E6410  1.3 kg  

Available in Chrome Plated (AA)  
Representations of finishes available 
appear in Section 3, Finishes 

A3969 TT built-in thermostatic valve 
body  

Click to see this product's suite 

  

Illustrated Specify This

Weight

Finish

Options

Suites

Key

Domestic and hotel use  

High & low pressure  

Fixed head option  

Hose and handspray option  

Fixed head  

View and save

Latest page (PDF)

Installation info

Product care guide
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Ideal Standard WC 
(stand-alone in disable WC)

Ideal Standard WC pan Ideal Standard wall-mounted WC 
Washbasin

Grohe sink mounted taps

Encapsulite Waterguard Lighting
placed vertically

Chrome plated Shower
system concealed behind tiled wall

Shower tray Chrome plated Jasper Morrison 
shower faceplate

Shower Unit (and rendered partition)

Existing galvanized ventilation duct-
work to be thoroughly cleaned 

Stainless Steel Lever on painted timber 
doors

Black gloss textured rubber flooring

Applications include Product Inspection, Food Plants, Supermarket Produce Misting 
Areas, Amusement Parks, Car Washes, Parking Garages, Retail, Food Processing, Seacoast 
Areas, Tunnels, Greenhouses, Signage, Water Treatment Plants, Bridges, Shopping Malls, 
Decorative Lighting and Corrosive Areas. Casing manufactured from XYLEX 8300 HP. 
All fixtures now come standard with mirror-like reflectors, and are able to withstand high 
pressure washdown up to 1200 PSI. Parts list and photometrics available upon request.
All products IP67 Rated. Limited One-Year Warranty. Temperature rated from -20˚F to 180˚F.
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Concept basins & wcs

Sphere 45cm semi-countertop basin

E797901 1 taphole
E806401 2 tapholes

Use with Concept semi-countertop basin units:
500 x 300mm and 600 x 300mm. 

Sphere 43cm vessel basin

E803901 1 taphole

Can be used with a Vessel worktop on Sphere/Arc
basin units: 500, 550, 600 and 800mm.

Arc 60cm basin

E787201 1 taphole
E787401 2 tapholes
E783701 Full pedestal
E783901 Semi-pedestal

Can be used with Arc worktop on Sphere/Arc 
basin units: 600 and 800mm.

Arc 55cm basin

E785201 1 taphole
E785301 2 tapholes
E783701 Full pedestal
E783901 Semi-pedestal

Can be used with Arc worktop on Sphere/Arc 
basin units: 550, 600 and 800mm.

Arc 45cm handrinse basin

E796601 1 taphole
E796701 2 tapholes
E783801 Cloakroom pedestal
E784001 Small semi-pedestal

Arc 35cm handrinse basin

E793201 2 tapholes
E783801 Cloakroom pedestal

Arc 45cm corner handrinse basin

E792801 1 taphole
E792901 2 tapholes
E783801 Cloakroom pedestal

Can be used with Concept corner basin unit.

Arc 55cm countertop basin

E797601 1 taphole
E797701 2 tapholes

Concept close coupled wc Cube cistern

E787101 Concept close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E785901 Concept Cube cistern with dual flush
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Concept close coupled wc Arc cistern

E787101 Concept close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E786001 Concept Arc cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover
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email: info@thebluebook.co.uk

Visit www.thebluebook.co.uk
online for search, specify & CAD facilities

traps 
fittings

Standard and resealing bottle traps 
for washbasins.

• Bottle traps

• Chromium plated or white plastic

• Resealing

A R M I T A G E  S H A N K S

Illustrated
S8900 chromium plated,
11/4in bottle trap with 
75mm seal 

Special notes
Outlet screwed 
11/4in BSP male with
compression nut 
and ring

Illustrated
E0079AA Contemporary
chromium plated 11/4in
bottle trap with 75mm
seal

• Bottle trap

• Chromium plated

Illustrated
S8910 self colour, 11/4in 
plastic bottle trap 
with 75mm seal and
multi-purpose outlet
suitable for plastic and
BS copper pipe 

Illustrated
S8920 self colour, 11/4in
plastic resealing bottle
trap with 75mm seal and
multi-purpose outlet
suitable for plastic and
BS copper pipe

• Plastic bottle traps

• Resealing option

S8920
S8910

Chrome bottle trap

Concept back-to-wall wc

E784901 Concept Back-to-wall wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with all Concept wc units.

New Studio back-to-wall wc

E801601 New Studio Back-to-wall wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with all Concept wc units.

Concept wall hung wc

E785001 Concept wall hung wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with   all Concept wc units.

Concept freestanding bidet

E799401 1 taphole
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Concept wcs & bidets

Concept wall hung bidet

E799601 1 taphole
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Concept close coupled back-to-wall wc
Cube cistern

E794101 Concept close coupled back-to-wall
wc pan (horizontal outlet)

E785901 Concept Cube cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Concept close coupled back-to-wall wc 
Arc cistern

E794101 Concept close coupled back-to-wall
wc pan (horizontal outlet)

E786001 Concept Arc cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

New Studio close coupled wc Cube cistern

E801501 New Studio close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E785901 Concept Cube cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

New Studio close coupled wc Arc cistern

E801501 New Studio close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E786001 Concept Arc cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Concept back-to-wall wc

E784901 Concept Back-to-wall wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with all Concept wc units.

New Studio back-to-wall wc

E801601 New Studio Back-to-wall wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with all Concept wc units.

Concept wall hung wc

E785001 Concept wall hung wc bowl 
(horizontal outlet)

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Can be used with   all Concept wc units.

Concept freestanding bidet

E799401 1 taphole

40
41

Concept wcs & bidets

Concept wall hung bidet

E799601 1 taphole
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Concept close coupled back-to-wall wc
Cube cistern

E794101 Concept close coupled back-to-wall
wc pan (horizontal outlet)

E785901 Concept Cube cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

Concept close coupled back-to-wall wc 
Arc cistern

E794101 Concept close coupled back-to-wall
wc pan (horizontal outlet)

E786001 Concept Arc cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

New Studio close coupled wc Cube cistern

E801501 New Studio close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E785901 Concept Cube cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover

New Studio close coupled wc Arc cistern

E801501 New Studio close coupled wc pan 
(horizontal outlet)

E786001 Concept Arc cistern with dual flush 
valve, 6/4 litres 

E791801 Concept toilet seat & cover
E791701 Concept slow close toilet seat & cover
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Features:

–  Geberit UP200 is suitable for 

PreWall installations with shelf 

heights of 85 or 100 cm

– Front or top actuation

–  Guaranteed availability of 

 function-maintaining spare 

parts for 25 years

The flush plate is the only visible 

element of the system and many 

different styles, colours and 

 finishes are available to suit any 

bathroom design.

Geberit UP200

241.119.21.1 
Gloss chrome/plastic
pneumatic short wall palm push 
button for AP123 furniture 
cistern
Ø 62 mm

241.119.11.1 
White/plastic

115.941.KA.1 
Gloss chrome/matt chrome/ 
plastic
pneumatic hand push button 
for UP200, UP320 and AP123 
furniture cistern

115.941.11.1
White

115.999.21.1 
Gloss chrome
pneumatic finger push button 
for UP200 and UP320
Ø 80 mm

115.114.21.1 
Gloss chrome/plastic
pneumatic short wall palm push 
button for UP200 and UP320
Ø 62 mm

115.114.11.1 
White/plastic

115.942.KA.1 
Gloss chrome/matt chrome/ 
plastic
pneumatic hand push  
button for UP200 and UP320

115.942.11.1
White

HyTouch flush actuations

Flush plates and flush buttons for the Geberit UP200

115.070.21.Z 
Gloss chrome/die cast zinc
mechanical finger push  
button for UP200
Ø 65 mm

115.070.21.1  
Gloss chrome/plastic
mechanical finger push  
button for UP200
Ø 65 mm

5 Toilets
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TEA & BISCUITS

EXTERNAL
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Biscuit split from TEA

When Mother advertising came on board as a high 
profile tenant; they requiered a huge amount of office 
space. For this reason the biscuit building split off 
from TEA and a full ‘fit-out’ was delivered. This long 
term tenant specific ‘fit-out’ was in contrast to the 
design aims of TEA which defined it as a seperate 
set of principles.

biscuit

Broken Section

The section of the biscuit building is an interesting and complex study; seven 
floors with differing functions on each. Mother require an inviting ground floor 
reception and 2 large open plan office spaces. All this hovers over a large 
ground floor back of house zone, holding the bin store, plant and general 
storage. Shoreditch House have a private street entrance with a private lift 
which takes members up straight to the fifth floor and then internal circulation 
to the sixth and roof terrace. Here lies the pièce de résistance; the swimming 
pool, outdoor bar and restaurant offering views across the City.

mother swim store
s-ditch
house

fairy
garden

TEA
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LISTEN TO MOTHER

FIT OUT
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Arrival

exciting active entrance space with luxury seating 
and zen garden, full working kitchen and dinings 
space for the mother team

Big open stair

expansive and inviting concrete staircase that leads 
all the linked floors

Meat-in rooms

pod like meeting rooms strategically placed within 
the open framework of an industrial floorplate. 
enclosed with pvc meat curtains

Big concrete workspace

californian skateramp inspired concrete monolith 
desk loops round the entire second floor

Second Floor Plan
Mother - Tea Building

22.05.03

Landscape Section
Mother - Tea Building

22.05.03
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THE FINER THINGS

DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH 
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THE FINER THINGS

Shoreditch House

Shoreditch House is a private members’ club 
covering the three floors. 4th Floor has the 
Biscuit Tin, a flexible space with its own bar and 
the Biscuit Pin, a two-lane bowling alley.
5th Floor is the main floor and includes Sauna 
and Steam Rooms, Gym, Cowshed Spa, Square 
Bar, Games Room, Snug, Restaurant, Sitting 
Room and Private Dining Room.
The Rooftop is home to a 16 metre heated 
swimming pool, bar, kitchen and lounge.

Shoreditch Rooms

26 bedrooms featuring vintage twists within an 
urban setting. The rooms are spread across five 
floors. Bedrooms are available in Tiny, Small and 
Small+ sizes, with four rooms hosting private 
balconies, overlooking views the City skyline.
All rooms feature bespoke furniture and the ‘Borrow 
Me’ collection includes vintage books, games 
amongst other quirky items for guests to enjoy.

Cowshed

Found on the 5th floor of Shoreditch House; 
Cowshed is now open to the public for the 
first time and offers Cowshed’s trademark 
social grooming in an indulgently comfortable 
surrounding with a retail space to purchase the 
spa ointments.
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TITLETITLE
The Approach

Three phased progressive refurbishment strategy 
that significantly reduces the existing building’s 
carbon output. P.A.C. is a simple step-by-step ap-
proach which can be applied to any existing build-
ing. 

Step 1 Passive measure
 - Window upgrade
 - Controllable background ventilation
 - Solar control
 - Insulation

Step 2 Active measures
 - Lighting systems and control
 - Night-time purging

Step 3 Comprehensive measures
 - Hybrid cooling / heating 

The ‘PAC’ Strategy

The Tea Building was constructed as light 
industrial space in the days before the cost 
of energy or its environmental impact was 
considered a problem. The walls have no 
thermal insulation, the windows are single 
glazed with metal frames and the roof is of 
solid concrete construction.

The current fit-out of the Tea Building utilises 
direct electric panel heaters. 
In 2009 the building used a hefty 3,255,671 
kWh of electricity. (This is the equivalent of 
200 3-bar electric fires working 24 hours a 
day). 

With each new tenant, the electrical load 
increases - electricity usage increase by 
10% between 2008 and 2009. 

The carbon dioxide created by the energy 
use is 1,373 tonnes per annum (about 70kg 
CO2 per square metre per annum). 

GREEN TEA
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Step 1 - ‘Passive’

Replacing of all existing windows with better performing double-glazed windows, incorporating 
solar control to limit internal solar gain. Adding opening vents in the new windows to allow better 
cross ventilation. Adding rooftop insulation to increase thermal performance. 

Window Upgrade
New Critall-style W20 section windows 

Controllable Background Ventilation
Openable Vents in Windows

Solar Control
Solar Thermal Film to Glazing

Ventilation

INSIDEOUTSIDE

Step 2 - ‘Active’

Replacing of all existing office lamps with high-efficiency lamps with PIR (Passive Infrared Sensor) 
attached. The sensors are zoned so that lamps switch off at brighter times of the day, at night or 
when no movement is detected within the units to reduce the building’s energy consumption.

New Lighting
Encapsulite MT 70 Fittings

Lighting Zones
Separately operated by PIR Sensors to prevent energy wastage

Lighting Zone

New Light Fitting

PIR Sensor

PIR Sensors

Surface-mounted Encapsulite MT 70 Fittings

Zone 
C

Zone 
B

Zone 
A
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TITLETITLE
Step 3 - ‘Comprehensive’

Installation of a high efficiency rooftop heat 
exchanger which provides a hot & cold 
water thermal loop through the building 
that can be connected to provide heating, 
cooling (or both) to any unit.
 
Basic-spec fitout includes a local heat-
exchanger and perimter radiators throughout 
the unit, tenants can add localised cooling 
units for high-capacity areas (e.g. meeting 
rooms, server rooms, etc.) without need for 
additional plant. 

High-spec fitout supplements the radiators 
(and cooling units) with high-efficiency 
combined heating & cooling units. 

Rooftop Main Heat Exchanger
For Complete Energy Sharing across the Entire Building

Thermal Loop
Circulating through All Floors in the Building 

Local Heat Exchanger
Within Unit’s Demise for 
Heating & Cooling Distri-
bution

Cooling
Air-conditioning 
Unit
(Tenant’s Fit-out)

Heating
Bisque Radiator
Unit
(Landlord’s Provision)Heat 

Exchanger

Heating & 
Cooling
4 Pipes Fan Coil Unit
(Landlord’s Provision)

OPTIONALBasic-spec fitout 

Heat 
Exchanger

High-spec fitout 
Tenant’s DemiseCommunal

Tenant’s DemiseCommunal
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N

Heat 
Transfer 

Typical Floor Plate 
Multiple Tenancies

Heat Transfer
Among Units within the Building via the Thermal loop

N

Thermal Loop

When it’s cold outside, units to the south 
will warm up quicker from incoming solar 
radiation. The thermal loop will allow this 
heat to be transferred to the colder units 
reducing the overall energy consumption of 
the whole building. When it’s warm outside, 
units to the north will remain cooler for 
longer, the thermal loop will transfer the cold 
to reduce the energy required to cool. 
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APPENDIX
drawings

photos

press coverage

project information
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roof plan
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ground floor
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typical upper floor
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benthnal green elevation : 01
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section : 02
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section : 03
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TEA corner on shoreditch high street
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corner on bethnal green road
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elevation details
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shoreditch high street elevation
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bethnal green entrance
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bethnal green entrance
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internal street lobby
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unit post boxes
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lift finder
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stairs : lifts : circulation
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moving
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unit
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art space
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art space
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art : space : features
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shopfronts
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circulation
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typical large unit space
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unit common area
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typical large unit space
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unit variety
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unit variety
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unit variety
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unit variety
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unit variety
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unit variety
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hales gallery
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mother arrival
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enter : arrival : ascension
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mother meeting pods
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mother fit out
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skate-ramp desk
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pizzaeast
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pizzaeast
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shoreditch house
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shoreditch house
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shoreditch house
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shoreditch house
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financial times

estates gazette
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Practice Profile

At Allford Hall Monaghan Morris we make 
buildings that are satisfying to use and 
beautiful to look at; an architecture that is 
defi ned by the experience of users who 
should be able to understand and use each 
building with ease and enjoyment.

We design very different buildings, for very 
different people to use in very different ways 
and, since our early days in the late 1980s, 
we have grown from four to over one 
hundred people and our budgets from a 
few thousand to tens of millions of pounds.

AHMM
Morelands, 5-23 Old Street, London, EC1V 9HL

Through our wide range of projects we search 
for the opportunities in every site, budget 
and programme and pursue a pragmatic, 
analytical and collaborative working method to 
produce a responsive, intelligent and delightful 
architecture. This clarity facilitates discussion 
of our approach between all parties: clients, 
architects, collaborators, constructors and 
users. Our aesthetic approach is shaped by 
our working method.

If a design concept is clear and logical, the 
resulting building will express its function in a 

clear and logical way; it will be easy to recognise 
and enjoyable to use. We innovate because 
we know that innovation is as much about fi 
nding simpler ways of doing things better as it 
is about fi nding new things to do.

Over nineteen years this way of seeing the 
world has allowed us to make architecture 
which resonates with our clients, some critics 
and changing constructional techniques. Our 
success is reflected in the winning of many 
competitions and numerous design awards 
for houses, apartments, schools, sports and 

exhibition buildings, healthcare facilities, 
offices offices and the odd bus station, art 
gallery and now, interestingly, hybrids of 
many of the above.

We are part of a team where each member 
has a vital role, but most importantly we 
enjoy working with anybody who shares 
our belief that architecture can make a 
positive, inspirational but never overbearing 
contribution to the world around us.

For further information and images contact
Lucy Swift
Allford Hall Monaghan Morris
2nd Floor, Block C, Morelands
5-23 Old Street, London EC1V 9HL
T: +44 (0)20 7251 5261
E: lswift@ahmm.co.uk
www.ahmm.co.uk
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CONTRACT VALUE

£ 20 million

CONTRACT TYPE

JCT98, sectional completion

BUILDING AREA

28 000 sqm (280 000 sqft)

PROJECT TYPE

light touch refurbishment

PROJECT TEAM

employer:  derwent london
contractor:  ttp
strip-out contractor: ttp
project manager & c.a: jackson coles
architect:   ahmm
structural engineer: akera engineering
quantity surveyor:  jackson coles
m&e engineer:  pda
cdm (planning superviser): jackson coles
approved inspectors: brcs ltd
planning consultant: slaughter & may
local authority:  london borough of hackney
managing agent:  pilcher hershman
graphic designers:  studio myerscough

ALLFORD HALL MONAGHAN MORRIS
Involved team members:

Simon Allford
Philip Levack
James Santer
Philip Turner
Will Lee
Geoffrey Poon
Jeremy Young
Tim Neville-Lee
Peter Sargent
Ceri Davis
Sandra Johnsen
Karl Normanton
Lizi Cushen
Will Chan
Matthew Hart

TEA BUILDING
56 shoreditch high street, london, ec2

AHMM
Morelands, 5-23 Old Street, London, EC1V 9HL
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